Celebrating Earth Month at
Neiman Marcus

Celebrating Steps Towards Sustainability
This month, Neiman Marcus invites you to join us in celebrating the steps that retailers, brands, and individuals
can and are taking to be more sustainable and protect our environment. On the following slides, you will learn
more about our brand partners that have blazed the trail and made headlines for their sustainable production,
business practices, environmental benefits, and eco-conscious charitable partners and contributions.
As part of our spring initiatives, Neiman Marcus Group (NMG) is partnering with APCO Worldwide to build upon
our longstanding philanthropic program and conduct the company’s first materiality assessment. Results will help
us determine the environmental, social, governance (ESG) issues key stakeholders care about most and deliver a
long-range strategy with public commitments by the end of FY21.
And, as NMG celebrates Earth Day, we will host an associate event with Elizabeth Cline - New York-based
journalist, sustainability expert, and author of “The Conscious Closet” – for a conversation on how to build a
sustainable and ethical wardrobe using NMG’s sustainable brands and services, like alterations and resale. Ms.
Cline's incredible content and advice will be shared with our customers through NMG's social channels.
Lastly, NMG celebrates their second anniversary of their partnership with Fashionphile. With five in-store selling
studios and five more in progress to open this summer, we are thrilled to see how this partnership will continue
to seamlessly help our customers refresh their closets and reduce their website by engaging with the circular
economy.

MULTI-CATEGORY

Denim
About 7 For All Mankind:
• 7FAM is on a journey to sustainability, both
in materials and practices.
• Their goal is that by 2023, 80% of their
product with have sustainable properties.

Shop the brand:

Men's Slimmy Slim-Fit Jeans
$188

About Moussy:
Shop the brand:
• Moussy is a premium Japanese denim brand
• The brand pays homage to minimalist Japanese
style Handwork – sanding, sewing, destruction.
• The water used for washing is purified to the
point it’s drinkable.
• Soft rigid denim and cotton elastane blends that
still look rigid but are comfortable to wear.
Lancaster Mid-Rise
Cropped Skinny Jeans
$360

The Original Boot-Cut
Jeans with Hole
$208

Men's MVM McMillan
Faded Skinny Jeans
$325

Denim
LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

About Slvrlake (Women's Only):
•
•

•

Made in LA, Slvrlake is bringing back craftsmanship to denim.
The foundation of the collection is built around ‘premium
vintage’ indigo denim which has a unique open weave
construction and a 90’s supermodel influence.
They aren’t directly sustainable, but the brand’s goal is to
create quality denim that’s built to last – and that you’ll want to
wear season after season.

About G-Star (Men’s Only):
•

•

•
•
•
•
•

Shop the brand:

Silence Denim Trucker Jacket
$429

G-Star's mission is to create the denim classics of tomorrow through continuous
innovation in design with respect for people & planet and in a transparent matter. Shop the brand:
Through RAW RESPONSIBILITY, G-Star's platform to continually innovate in
sustainable design, the brand is dedicated to a circular approach to how denim is
both made and used and are increasing the use of materials, washings and finishes
that contribute to a sustainable future without compromising quality, comfort or
design.
92% of their entire Fall collection is sustainable at the product level, with the
exceptions of leather, wool, and acrylic.
Increased their "cradle-to-cradle" offering to 100% recyclable, no toxic chemicals,
zero water waste during make and wash, and made with 100% renewable energy.
Signed the 2013 Greenpeace Detox Commitment and achieved the goals
of banning all hazardous chemicals.
Completed a Carbon Footprint analysis of G-Star's own operations.
Men's Five-Pocket Dusty Vintage Gray
Learn more here.
Denim Shorts
$150

London Cropped Jeans
$279

Men's Moddan Type C
Rip/Repair Selvedge Jeans
$330

Nanushka
About the brand:
•

•

•

•
•
•

Nanushka's vision is to build a sustainable future and their mission is to
develop holistic products and services that nurture the soul, nature,
communities, and fulfill their function. Sustainability is the pillar of their
brand and how they envision their present and future, and their means of
building a sustainable business are rooted in craftsmanship,
experimentation, and progressivism.
Their approach is to think about the items they make and ask whether
each manufacturing process respects people and the planet.
When it comes to their material choices, they consider the impact of the
longevity and durability of their clothes, the way they are cared for, and
whether they become waste or part of a new cycle at the end of their use.
These choices affect the equilibrium on which their ecosystems are built,
which places a great amount of attention the company places on their
sourcing and manufacturing practices to make sure they remain
in balance.
Their aim is to offer beautiful clothing made sustainable and to continually
increase the ratio of sustainable items in each coming collection.
Nanushka's current most trendsetting sustainable material is their vegan
leather.
Download their first sustainability report here.

Learn more on Nanushka's website here.

Shop the brand:

Jen Pleated Top
Handle Bag
$325

Men's Taran Organic
Rib Jersey T-Shirt
$145

Char Pleated Vegan
Leather Pants
$650

Men's Doxxi VeganLeather Shorts
$395

Loewe
About the brand:
• Heritage-rich Spanish lifestyle brand combining craft with
technology to produce stunning leather goods, clothing, and
accessories.
• Sustainable practices from materials to packaging
• At LOEWE, they are combining long-standing knowledge of craft
with new research and technologies to help lessen our impact on
the planet. Every day, they are exploring new sustainable
practices in everything from material sourcing to designing,
manufacturing, packaging and the building and management of
our sites and stores.
• They use high quality, low impact materials that are sourced and
produced with our planet in mind. Factors such as traceability of
origin, fair conditions for farmers, animal welfare and the
protection of biodiversity closely inform the way we approach
and procure raw materials. Leather is sourced from tanneries
certified by Leather Working Group (LWG), an international
organization that evaluates the environmental compliance and
performance of the leather industry.

Shop the brand:

Multicolored Woven
Basket Tote Bag
$2,350

Men's Anagram Short
Workwear Jacket
$1,300

Embroidered BalloonSleeve Sweater
$890

Men's Leather Lug-Sole
Combat Boots
$650

Stella McCartney
About the brand:
• Stella McCartney’s commitment to sustainability is evident
throughout all her collections and is part of the brand’s ethos
to being a responsible, honest, and modern company.
• A lifelong vegetarian, Stella McCartney does not use any
leather or fur in her designs. Her collections include women’s
and men’s ready-to-wear, accessories, lingerie, eyewear,
fragrance and kids.

Shop Stella McCartney:

Sneakelyse Lace-Up
Bright Sneakers
$695

Learn more on Stella McCartney's website here.

Girl's Flamingo-Print Fringe
T-Shirt Dress, Size 4-8
$98

Mini Falabella
Crossbody Bag
$865

Knotted Handbag
$185

Wandler
About the brand:
• Wandler embodies modern femininity with elegant unexpected
dimensions and a dynamic use of colors.
• Women’s luxury leather goods, handmade in Italy
• The brand is committed to promoting ethical and sustainable
practices in the fashion industry.
• Their products are made with the highest quality leathers and are
true investment pieces. Sustainability for Wandler means high
quality, durable and long lasting items. Their tanned leather
comes from a Leather Working Group (LWG) certified partner, an
international organization that is an advocate for sustainable and
conscious practices within the leather industry. They are currently
working closely with our leather coloring partner to be LWG
certified by 2021. All leather is EU reach compliant (REACH) and
they never use exotic leather.
• Wandler favors FSC-certified materials for packaging, uses every
piece of leader, and gives back to TreeSisters to help with
reforestation efforts.

Shop Wandler:

Marie Lambskin Mule
Sandals
$490
Exclusive to Neiman Marcus

Ava Large Tote Bag,
Amber
$1,000

Isa Bicolor Slide Mule
Sandals
$470

Hortensia Mini Calf Top-Handle
Bag
$810
Exclusive to Neiman Marcus

BEAUTY

Guerlain (Abeille Royale)
About the brand:
•

•

•

•

Guerlain integrated sustainable development into its company strategy
back in 2007 based around four key challenges: biodiversity, sustainable
innovation, climate and solidarity. The brand focuses on protecting bees
through a partnership with the Ouessant Brittany Black Bee
Conservation Association and other beekeeping organizations around the
world.
Guerlain's partnership with The Brittany Black Bee Conservatory
guarantees sustainable sourcing of bee products—some of the world's
most effective natural healing substances and key ingredients in the
Abeille Royale collection.
Abeille Royale is an anti-aging skincare collection with Pure Royal
Concentrate that stimulates the key mechanisms in the healing process
within the skin to continuously help to repair wrinkles and loss of tissue
firmness.
The Guerlain-exclusive Royal Jelly is reserved exclusively for queen bees
and offers regal nourishment for the skin as well. Inspired from bees and
sourced sustainably, this ingredient is rich in exceptional nutrients and a
natural source of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and vitamins to nurture
skin. It is produced in a protected environment and offers exceptional
benefits for the skin.

Shop the Abeille Royale Collection:

0.68 oz. Abeille Royale AntiAging Eye R Lifting Serum
$130

Abeille Royale AntiAging Youth Watery Oil
Set ($185 Value)
$135

5 oz. Abeille Royale Anti-Aging
Fortifying Lotion Toner
$75

1.7 oz. Abeille Royale AntiAging Double R Facial Serum
$215

NEIMAN MARCUS GROUP US EXCLUSIVE

The Harmonist
About the brand:
• The Harmonist is the first Maison de Parfum inspired by the
Chinese philosophy of Feng Shui and French Savoir-Faire.
• The inspiration for each of the fragrances comes from the five
Feng Shui elements: wood, fire, earth, metal and water. These
elements each have their own qualities, which ignite a different
energy in those who wear it. The brand’s philosophy is to find the
scent that suits your best, in harmony with your aspirations.
• The brand believes in honoring Mother Earth through recyclable
and refillable packaging, ethically sourced materials and
sustainable practices.

Shop The Harmonist:

1.7 oz. Sun Force
Parfum
$336

1.7 oz. Moon Glory
Parfum
$336

1.7 oz. Velvet Fire
Refill Parfum
$195

Yang Travel Collection
$195

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

U Beauty
About the brand:
• Founder Tina Craig, AKA the “BagSnob”, developed this line to
minimize number of products in routine and maximize results
with her patent-pending SIREN Capsule.
• U Beauty has partnered with One Tree Planted. For every product
sold, U Beauty donates $1 to One Tree Planted, which plants a
tree with each dollar.
• Boxes and packaging are created with FSC certified paper.
• Products are manufactured in a CO2-free facility that runs
completely on green energy.
• Products are clean, gluten-free, non-toxic and free of fillers.
• The brand has a zero-waste goal, and actively works to improve
their sustainability practices.

Shop U Beauty:

x ReFa Exclusive Beauty Set
$398
Exclusive to Neiman Marcus

1 oz. Resurfacing Compound
$148

Sculpt Arm Compound
$98

1.7 oz. SUPER Hydrator
$168

R + Co Bleu
About the brand:
• BLEU, a couture collection from R+Co. Formulated with their
proprietary Bleu Molecule Complex, micro-encapsulated sugar
molecules gradually deliver active ingredients to weightlessly
repair and strengthen all hair types and textures from the inside
out.
• R+Co Bleu formulas are color-safe, heat and UV protective, vegan,
gluten-free, cruelty-free, and free of parabens, sulfates, mineral
oil and petrolatum. Bottles, tubes and cartons are made of
100% post-consumer recycled materials and biodegradable
bioresin plastic .

Shop R+Co Bleu:

BLEU by R+Co
Ingenious Thickening
Shampoo
$59

BLEU by R+Co Primary
Color Conditioner
$59

BLEU by R+Co Optical
Illusion Smoothing Oil
$66

BLEU by R+Co
Featherlight Hairspray
$56

WOMEN’S RTW

Eileen Fisher
About the brand:
• Eileen Fisher started her brand in 1984 on the simple premise
that she was having trouble getting dressed. She kept picturing
simple silhouettes in beautiful colors, luxurious fabrics and the
right proportions, and from there, her “system” was born.
• The line is designed as a system of simple shapes that work
together, year after year. Each year, updates to the classic shapes
are released in wearable, mixable and seasonless color palettes.
• Eileen Fisher chooses sustainably and ethically-made fabrics.
They trace the cotton in their Organic Cotton Stretch Jersey back
to its source, investing in farmers while they’re making the
transition to organic and working with industry leaders to track
the cotton from field to factory. Since 2008, they have used
organic linen that’s grown without harmful pesticides and
herbicides—in fields that are healthier for farmers, wildlife and
surrounding communities.
• Additionally, they are working to close the loop on
their manufacturing—and take their clothes back and make them
into entirely new designs through Renew and Waste No More.

Shop Eileen Fisher:

Organic Cotton French
Terry Cropped Hoodie
$168

Crewneck Elbow-Sleeve
Short Jersey Top
$98

Cropped Organic Linen
Delave Wide-Leg Pants
$178

Organic Handkerchief Linen
Raglan-Sleeve Box Top
$128

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

Farm Rio
About the brand:
• Farm Rio started from a small stand in a fashion market in Rio de
Janeiro in 1997 and has grown into a brand that represents
the city’s vibrancy and liveliness on a global scale.
• Known for vibrant colors and playful patterns, each collection
features more than 400 prints engineered in house, plus a striking
array of trims that add character and visual movement.
• Not only is the brand committed to making beautiful clothing,
but it is also committed to helping the environment. By
partnering with the nonprofit One Tree Planted, an organization
that aids in global reforestation, Farm Rio donates a tree to be
planted in the Amazon rainforest with every new email subscriber
and with each purchase on the Farm Rio website, in stores and at
authorized retailers like Neiman Marcus.

Shop Farm Rio:

Colorful Toucans
Hooded Sweatshirt
$165

Mixed Prints Layered
Midi Skirt
$195

Rainbow Toucans
Voluminous-Sleeve
Tiered Dress
$275

Flower Crochet VoluminousSleeve Blouse
$215

Mara Hoffman
About the brand:
• Mara Hoffman aims to design and manufacture garments with
great care to reduce their environmental impact and generate
awareness.
• They are partnered with a number of organizations that are
committed to environmental conservation, developing the
circular economy, eliminating plastic packaging, and sourcing
sustainable and ethical materials.
• The brand encourages consumers to wear more and wash less –
using cold water when washing, dry cleaning only when
necessary, and hanging to dry to reduce the impact.
• The brand also encourages shoppers to extend the life of their
purchases through tailoring and mending while enjoying the
garment and engaging in resale. The brand also has their own
take-back system when you can send your old pieces back to
them.

Shop Mara Hoffman:

Abigail Bandeau Bikini
Top
$150

Lydia High-Rise Bikini
Bottoms
$155

Aliz Midi Coverup
Dress
$325

Eavan Coverup Wrap Skirt
$295

Vitamin A
About the brand:
• Vitamin A uses sustainable, high-performance fabrics along with
eco-conscious textiles like organic cotton, linen, recycled cotton
and Tencel®. All materials are certified to meet the global OekoTex standard for safe textiles.
• The brand holds their manufacturing teams to the highest
standards of workplace ethics and environmental responsibility.
They work, when possible, with vertically integrated facilities
where everything from dyeing to knitting is done in one location,
to further reducing their carbon footprint. Additionally, since
products are made in California, which has the strictest
environmental laws in the nation, they are held to the highest
possible standards.
• For some of products that cannot be made in California, they
partner globally with fair trade artisans to produce our materials
ethically, providing women with fair-wage jobs in safe working
conditions.
• Their packaging is 100% recyclable and their distribution facilities
are powered with green energy.

Shop Vitamin A:

Remy Rashguard Swim
Top
$160

Mila Striped Bandeau
Bikini Top
$110

Pin-Up Star Ribbed
Bikini Bottoms
$110

Midori Striped Bikini
Bottoms
$102

Gabriela Hearst
About the brand:
• Gabriela created the first carbon neutral runway show for the
Spring/Summer 2020 Collection.
• In April 2019, she achieved her goal of being plastic free for both
the front and back of house.
• Born in Uruguay, Gabriela Hearst grew up on her family’s 17,000acre ranch, where she first developed an appreciation for goods
made well, intended to last. 
• She came to NYC in 2003, and after more than a decade in design,
launched her namesake brand in 2015, fusing the values of
enduring utilitarianism and practical elegance.
• Practicing sustainable luxury means each garment is flawlessly
assembled and made with conscientious materials, including silk,
cashmere, linen and wool from her family’s ranch. She also uses
biodegradable packaging.

Shop Gabriela Hearst:

Collins Cashmere-Silk
Top
$690

Puga Pleated Puff-Sleeve
Linen Midi Dress
$3,590

Lerna Linen A-Line
Midi Skirt
$990

Jeanne Leaf-Print Belted
Silk Midi Dress
$1,950

LADIES SHOES

Studio Amelia
About the brand:
• Handbags and shoes are designed with a minimalistic but elegant
contemporary aesthetic for day or night.
• The brand launched in May 2019 and focuses on two core
releases per year.
• From the very beginning, Studio Amelia’s founder directly
engaged with her customers to gather direct feedback on the
design and development process with the overall aim of better
understanding what her customer really needed from her product
to ensure optimized sales and reduced waste.
• They work with no- or low-minimum factories to produce only
what they need, and are exploring vegan leather options.
• They give back through partnerships with nonprofits Educate a
Girl, Restore the Reef and Empower Survivors.

Shop Studio Amelia:

Twist Leather Slide
Sandals
$350

Tubular Leather AnkleTie Flat Sandals, Beige
$400

Padded Leather Flat
Sporty Sandals
$380

Tubular Pretzel Slingback
Sandals, Cobalt
$430

HANDBAGS

Ganni
About the brand:
• The Copenhagen-based brand focuses on an effortless
carefree spirit with the opposition of feminine and
casual styles. GANNI is about making women feel they
are capable of anything.
• The brand itself doesn’t as a sustainable brand.
Instead, they recognize the inherent contradiction
between the current fashion industry that thrives off
newness and consumption, and the concept of
sustainability. So instead, they are focused on
becoming the most responsible version of their brand
to make better choices every day across the business
to minimize their social and environmental impact.
• They have 44 goals for the next three years,
announced in their latest sustainability report in April
2020.

Shop Ganni:

Leopard-Print Recycled
Fabric Bucket Shoulder Bag
$85

Cheetah-Print Recycled
Fabric Crossbody Bag
$115

Leopard-Print Recycled
Fabric Backpack
$205

Knotted Satin Top-Handle
Bag
$115

JEWELRY

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

Pamela Love
About the brand:
•

•

•

Pamela Love has sustainability at its core and sees beauty in the fact that the
recycled metals and up-cycled stones have had a life long before they
reached their hands and will continue to live through their customers.
• All metals used in her jewelry is recycled, coming only from materials
that have previously been refined across many sources including postconsumer products, existing jewelry, gold-bearing products, and scrap
and waste metals.
• All precious stones are ethically sourced and conflict free in
compliance with United Nations Resolutions.
• All stones used in their one-of-a-kind pieces are up-cycled from
antique and estate jewelry or from post-consumer sources.
As an innovative approach to produce fair trade jewelry that empowers
marginalized artisans, the brand has partnered with artisan entrepreneurs in
Afghanistan through the organization Turquoise Mountain in order to
support their growth as artisans and provide them access to the global
markets.
Pamela Love has received numerous awards including the Ecco
Domani Fashion Fund in 2011 and CFDA Lexus Eco Challenge for
Sustainable Design in 2012. She was a CFDA/Vogue Fashion Fund Finalist in
2010 and a Runner Up 2011. She was also nominated for the CFDA
Swarovski Award for Accessory Design in 2011 and 2012 and won the award
in 2013.

Learn more on Pamela Love's website here.

Shop the brand:

Palma Multi-Drop
Earrings
$750

Pearl Anemone Earrings
$230

Multilink Anemone
Bracelet
$570

Alexander Pearl Necklace
with Stones
$690

Poppy Finch
About the brand:
•

•

Poppy Finch believes that their products should go beyond the
design and the making and are committed to operating in a
manner to minimize their impact on the planet. Their sustainable
values and practices are woven throughout their making process
from materials to the artisans.
• Responsible Sourcing: Poppy Finch only works with trusted
suppliers who comply with all applicable local and
international laws and regulations when sourcing all of their
products with specific focuses on gold, diamonds, pearls,
and colored gemstones.
• Locally Made: Designed and handcrafted in Vancouver, each
piece is produced by a team of seasoned master goldsmiths
with over 40 years of experience. And by producing in
Vancouver, they are able to support local craftsmen,
maintain tight quality control, have a quick turnaround, and
reduce unnecessary waste.
As noted on their website, "We want you to buy consciously,
invest in quality, and cherish your jewelry for years to come."

Learn more on Poppy Finch's website here.

Shop the brand:

14K Gold Baguette London Blue
Topaz & Swiss Blue Topaz Earrings
$430

14k Gold Double Box
Chain Pearl Bracelet
$350

14k Gold Mixed Pearl
Chain Lariat Necklace
$795

14k Gold Knotted Box
Chain Dangle Earrings
$425

Tom Ford Timepieces
About the brand:
• Tom Ford Timepieces created the first luxury timepiece made
from 100% ocean plastic. Although this timepiece is engineered
to last, it is not indestructible. Your Tom Ford ocean plastic
timepiece should be treated with care. If you timepiece is
dropped on a hard surface or knocked against a sharp object,
there is risk of breakage.
• TOM FORD TIMEPIECES N.002 watch with case and strap made
from ocean plastic.
• 40mm round case; stainless steel case back.
• Signature hand-braided strap with pin buckle.
• Matte black dial; Super-LumiNova hands and indices.
• Swiss-made quartz movement.
• Sapphire crystal window with antireflective coating.
• Water-resistant to 10 ATM.

Shop the brand:

Men's 002 Ocean Plastic Watch
with Braided Strap
$995

MEN’S

LIMITED DISTRIBUTION

Greg Lauren
About the brand:
•

•

•

When Greg Lauren first started using vintage materials, he fell so
in love with the beauty of every piece that he wouldn't throw
away any of the scraps.
For the Fall/Winter 2020 season, Greg Lauren began the "GL
SCRAPS" Initiative, which allows the scraps of recycled products
to be made into new apparel. From the beginning of the brand,
more than half of their collections has been produced from
repurposed fabrics, and now the scraps from those garments
have been turned into new ones.
The US Army Shelter half or "army tent" has been a cornerstone
of Greg Lauren's collection since its inception in 2011. Since then,
the brand has used in excess of 8,000 tents. The scraps from the
wastage, that would've otherwise been directed to a landfill,
were given to local quilters in LA to create yardage that we refer
to as Greg Lauren SCRAPWORK. And, one bag of scraps (40lbs)
creates 13 yards of SCRAPWORK. Approximately 6 yards (18.48
lbs) of SCRAPWORK was used to make a suit. Any wastage is
recollected again for future use.

Shop the brand:

Men's Chambray RawEdge Dress Shirt
$600

Men's Baker Cargo Shorts
$850
Learn more on about GL SCRAPS here.

Men's Fleece Tent
Stacked Lounge Pants
$975

Men's Tent Scrapwork
Boxy Work Jacket
$2,750

NEIMAN MARCUS EXCLUSIVE

TSE for Neiman Marcus
About the brand:
• TSE is pivoting towards a movement of high-end sustainable
fashion where the objective is to foster change within our
production environment in order to move forward towards
greater ecological integrity and social responsibility.
• The recycled cashmere we are utilizing is pre-consumer salvaged
fibers that are collected from our production process of virgin
cashmere. This is a high quality of recycled cashmere, given its
free from all forms of microbial impurities, as well as chemicals
and pollutants because it is collected in its most natural
form. From this we create a blend of 40% renewed, 60% of our
finest pure cashmere.
• We believe that it is important to preserve precious resources by
reducing waste. Limited resources demand that we rethink the
ways in which we live. Aside from creating luxury, our goal is to
build a future where we maximize the reuse of materials to its
highest potential.

Shop the brand:

Men's Recycled
Cashmere Sweatpants
$450

Men's Recycled Cashmere
Full-Zip Sweater
$425

Men's Recycled Cashmere
Pullover Hoodie
$395

Men's Recycled Cashmere
Crewneck Sweater
$395

HOME & EPICURE

HOME & EPICURE
About Modern Sprout:
•

•

•

Each Modern Sprout Garden Jar is the perfect gift or solution for
those of us trying to reduce the amount of groceries we buy and
waste, but also do not have the gardening expertise or luxury of
a space to garden in our homes or apartments.
These self-watering herb kits feature a vintage-inspired mason
jar outfitted with a passive hydroponic system known as
"wicking," which brings water and nutrients up to the plant's
roots. So whether you forget to water, over water, or both, this
has you covered.
This year-round indoor planter comes equipped with everything
you'll need to start growing, just add water and set in a sunny
window.

About Barbera:
•
•

•

Barbera's Certified Bio Sustainable Extra Virgin Olive Oil
is tailormade for the authentic (and inspiring) chef.
Each bottle contains a QR code displayed on the
label will lead you to information on the product and
the geographic area where the olives are produced to
keep you informed of their practices.
And, this product is certified sustainable by CSQA, the
Italian certification and inspection company.

Shop the brand:

Cilantro Garden Jar
$20

Basil Garden Jar
$20

Shop the brand:

Certified Bio Sustainable
Extra Virgin Olive Oil
$26

Parsley Garden Jar
$20

MORE TO EXPLORE

Your Moment
To Make
A Difference

As we continue to encourage our customers to embrace this spring as their
moment to go forth boldly, authentically, and seizing each day as a fresh
opportunity, we will be sharing our latest editorial story Your Moment to Make
a Difference.
In this story, we will highlight many of the brands and products seen here as
well as countless others that are redefining fashion to prioritize sustainability
as not a trend – but an expectation, an industry standard that will continue to
grow and evolve in future seasons. This deck will be updated on Monday,
April 19, once the story is live. Stay tuned!

Additional Sustainable Brand Partners
This month, Neiman Marcus is dedicated to celebrating the steps brands are taking to be more
sustainable. Whether they are focusing on clean beauty, adopting more eco-conscious materials,
sourcing, recycling and/or upcycling, or working to reduce their energy, water, and carbon
footprints, we are proud to offer the brand partners listed in this deck as well as below to our
customers.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kenzo
Studio T
Maison Ullens
Carolina Herrera
27 Rosiers
Hanky Panky
Skin
Commando
ELSE
A.P.C.
Vilebrequin

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Salvatore Ferragamo
Chiara Boni La Petite Robe
FRAME
Theory
Lafayette 148 New York
HERNO
Theia
Rag & Bone
AS BY DF
Intent Legging

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Splendid
Joie
Frank & Eileen
Stampd
Prada
Ultracore
Koral
Pedro Garcia
Jimmy Choo
Ermenegildo Zegna

If you're interested in learning more about how these brands are taking steps towards sustainability, please let us know
and we'll be happy to provide!

